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Abstract— Contact center is a very important service 
for companies to response and answers customer 
problem and questions, the example of contact center 
channel such as, telephone, short text messaging, 
website, chat, walk-in center, and other media which 
related to customers. Contact center is vital for 
companies, the problem occurs is the level of turnover 
in contact center industry is quite high, and the 
fulfillment of labor is very slow and difficult, as well as 
the communication skills of contact center workforce is 
not meet the standard, then led many companies derive 
bad image from the customers. To fulfilling contact 
center workforce that has a good ability to serve its 
customers as well as well trained on the ins and outs of 
contact center technology, contact center academy as 
institution is needed to enhance their knowledge and 
also the ability for workers in contact center. In this 
final project, the data collection method is done by 
distributing the questionnaires to labor in contact 
center industry and company that has a contact center, 
and based on the analysis of the issues raised in PT 
Infomedia Nusantara. From all the data that has been 
collected by the author, as well as actual problems 
occur, the solution given by the author is contact center 
academy as an institution to enhance the capabilities of 
the contact center workers as well as not only the to 
improve the services, but as a new business opportunity 
for PT Infomedia Nusantara, which currently has more 
than 12,000 agents and also a lot of companies who 
manage their own contact center.. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
 
Year 1975 was the beginning of business of PT 
Infomedia Nusantara as the first company 
providing telephone information service in 
Indonesia. Under sub-division of Elnusa GTDI 
from Pertamina subsidiary, Infomedia has 
published Telkom Telephone Directory Yellow 
Pages.  
On June 30, 2009, PT Telekomunikasi Indonesia, 
Tbk. (TELKOM) through PT Multimedia 
Nusantara (Metra), the subsidiary with 99.99% 
share owned by TELKOM (here in after referred to 
as TELKOM Group) has signed Shares Sales & 
Purchase Agreement (SPA) to buy 49% share of 
PT Infomedia Nusantara (Infomedia) owned by PT 
Elnusa Tbk. (Elnusa), so that 100% share of PT 
Infomedia Nusantara has been owned by 
TELKOM Group. 
 
Infomedia Contact Center & Outsourcing Services 
is defined as outsourcing provision business done 
by the third party for the company to one or several 
business functions in multi-year contract. Contact 
Center & Outsourcing Services run by Infomedia is 
at present has voice based services such as Contact 
Center both for inbound and outbound and non-
voice such as direct mail and web development. 
However, Infomedia has now divided Contact 
Center & Outsourcing Services into four groups 
based on services provision such as Contact Center 
Services, HR Services, IT Services and Direct 
Mail. 
 
The competition in Contact Center Businesses is 
getting tougher. As a result, all Contact Center 
Industry persistently make breakthrough to 
increase their competitive value and attract more 
customers. This is what PT Infomedia Nusantara 
exactly does as the biggest Contact Center Services 
in Indonesia. Some of business achievement of PT 
Infomedia Nusantara can be seen from its financial 
performance and market share as follows: 
 
From the financial performance, PT Infomedia 
Nusantara has experienced a quite significant 
increase which is visible in it net profits, or even 
the rising number of customers. To make it clear, 
the revenue in 2010, PT Infomedia Nusantara 
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successfully earned revenue 764 billion rupiahs, 
experienced an increase to 1.1 trillion rupiahs in 
2011. Based on the data of revenue progress, it can 
be concluded that in those 2 years after Infomedia 
owned by Telkom Indonesia, the average growth of 
revenue was increased dramatically around 69% 
 
The success of PT Infomedia Nusantara lay not 
only on its financial performance, but the company 
was also successful in dominating the market share 
of Contact Center Service industry in Indonesia, 
which is apparent in the consistent increase of the 
number of PT Infomedia Nusantara customers, 
from 2009 to 2011. The total number of customers 
in 2009 was 30 customers and in 2011 significantly 
increased by 60+ customers. 
 
II. BUSINESS ISSUE EXPLORATION 
 
A. Problem Background 
Recently, Contact Center Industry has grown into a 
huge, dynamic and prolific industry, both in 
Indonesia and overseas. The need for skillful, 
qualified with good attitude of agent has become a 
basic and urgent need. PT Infomedia Nusantara, as 
one of the market leader in Indonesia Contact 
Center Industry is attempting to answer for the 
needs of Labor problem in Contact Center. Until 
now, there is no specific school or academy to 
facilitate the contact center employee to developing 
their skill and career. Even the unemployment rates 
are high, companies are often unable to find and 
keep qualified workers. 
 
Until now many people in Indonesia have bad 
image about outsourcing, because they want steady 
career and financial stability, this is happen 
because many people in Indonesia lack of skill that 
needed by the company. 
 
The primary keys to performance in a call center 
are training and motivation. Based on Training for 
Organization books, it’s said that companies, 
therefore, are working harder to hold on to their 
existing workforce and to increase their 
productivity. Recruitment and retention strategies 
based on the availability of training programs that 
provide mutual satisfaction for the organization 
and the individual are critical (Training for 
organizations, O’Connor B, 2002) 
 
The main problem that emerge in contact center 
industry, especially in Infomedia, the problems as 
follows: 
• High turnover rate in contact center 
industry 
• Time to supply the talent is long and 
difficult to supply the talent at the contact 
center with standard criteria 
 
There is high turnover in every contact center 
service which Infomedia served, that is the basic 
cause why Infomedia has initiative to create school 
or academy. Furthermore, in Contact Center 
industry, turnover rate is high, based on the data 
from Infomedia, in 2009, turnover rate at 10%, 
while in 2010 increase by 19%, and in 2011 the 
turnover rate at 18%. This condition is effected the 
performance of services and Infomedia based on 
the agreement will be penalized from customer.  
 
Along with this condition, Infomedia as one of the 
Contact Center Industry in Indonesia initiate to 
create school or academy to train the people to be 
ready for contact center in every industry such as 
Telecommunication, Banking, Consumer Goods, 
Travel, Transportation, Leisure and Healthcare. 
The idea of contact center academy is not only to 
solve the problem of turnover and time to supply, 
but this solution is to expand Infomedia business, 
the other purpose of contact center academy as 
follows: 
• Contact center academy as a new business 
opportunity to expand the business and 
increase revenue at Infomedia 
• Reduce unemployment in term of to help 
Indonesian Government with 
unemployment problem 
 
B. Contact Center Training in Infomedia 
Training is designed to improve performance by 
developing the appropriate skill and knowledge. 
Basically in Infomedia contact center, the training 
only consists of product knowledge, hard skill 
(how to use the contact center tools) and soft skill. 
Even though the training has been conducted for 
the agent, in the daily services, the agent cannot 
serve the customer in appropriate manner.  
 
The problem come from the basic principles and 
processes of training, and the evaluation of training 
is not adequate. The training itself, created just for 
train the agent to do their work, not to improve 
their skill for the services. 
 
Many call centers struggle against high agent 
turnover, a problem that strains recruiters and 
threatens customer relationships, this problem 
happened when the agent did not have passion to 
serve the customers and the training is not 
sufficient to build agent awareness and empathy. 
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service representative needs to 
enhance and develop the skills and 
ability to cope with their customer 
problem and satisfy their customer. 
b. Research Problem 2, stated that “What 
is the business solution based on the 
needs and problem faced on the contact 
center”  
› The business solution, based on the 
needs and problem faced on the 
contact center is to create the 
institution as the place to develop 
contact center workers skills and 
ability, reduce turnover rates, 
accelerate time to supply the talents, 
and as a new business opportunity to 
enhance business portfolios in 
Infomedia Nusantara. 
 
Recommendation 
Hereby the researcher would like to make some 
recommendations for the improvement when 
established contact center academy. 
1. Since the problem of turnover and time to 
supply is affected on the quality of contact 
center services, and in the business model, 
contact center academy is one of the revenue 
streams, and then contact center academy 
should be starting immediately in the near 
future. 
2. To execute the implementation of contact 
center academy by Infomedia, benchmarking 
the best practice of establishing the academy 
is a good way to minimize the risk of failure. 
3. Market education, considering contact center 
academy is the new business in Indonesia, to 
introduce to the market, Infomedia must do 
some education like seminar and direct 
presentation from the sales team, the 
education purpose is to get high awareness 
from people who works in contact center and 
company who used contact center services. 
4. Market expansion, the research that has been 
conducted by the author is only on the 
Jakarta Area, it is necessary to conduct the 
next research in other big cities such as 
Surabaya, Bandung, Makassar, and Medan. 
The research will collect the data from the 
agents and the company who used contact 
center to know their needs as the data to 
expand the market in other big cities. 
 
 
Implementation Plan 
The preparation and implementation of the Contact 
Center Academy schedule as follows. 
 
Table 1. Implementation Plan 
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M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M10 M11 M12
1 Contact Center Academy Feasibility Study
2 8 Internal Capability Proposal
3 8 Internal Capability Assessment
4 Board of Director Approval
5 Site Feasibility Study & Selection
6 Site Acquisition
7 Building Construction/Restoration
8 Build Facilities and Infrastructure
9 Employee Selection, such as:
Division Heads
Trainer
Administrative Staff
Others
10 Curriculum Preparation
11 Class Schedule Preparation
12 Contact Center Academy Launching
13 Evaluation and Monitoring
ActivitiesNo
Time
